### Achieve!

#### $90$ Basic
- **Ach 1** Letter-Word Identification
- **Ach 2** Applied Problems
- **Ach 3** Spelling
- **Ach 4** Passage Comprehension
- **Ach 5** Calculation
- **Ach 6** Writing Samples
- **Ach 9** Sentence Reading Fluency
- **Ach 10** Math Facts Fluency
- **Ach 11** Sentence Writing Fluency

#### +$10$ Phoneme-Grapheme Knowledge
- **Ach 7** Word Attack
- **Ach 16** Spelling of Sounds

#### +$10$ Reading Fluency and Rate
- **Ach 8** Oral Reading
- **Ach 15** Word Reading Fluency

#### +$20$ Reading Comprehension
- **Ach 12** Reading Recall
- **Ach 17** Reading Vocabulary

#### +$10$ Math Problem Solving
- **Ach 13** Number Matrices

#### +$10$ Basic Writing Skills
- **Ach 14** Editing

#### +$20$ Academic Knowledge
- **Ach 18** Science
- **Ach 19** Social Studies
- **Ach 20** Humanities

#### +$50$ Broad Oral Language
- **OL 1** Picture Vocabulary
- **OL 2** Oral Comprehension
- **OL 5** Sentence Repetition
- **OL 6** Understanding Directions
- **OL 4** Rapid Picture Naming
- **OL 8** Retrieval Fluency

#### +$15$ Phonemic Coding
- **OL 3** Segmentation
- **OL 7** Sound Blending
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